WHERE MAN ONCE STOOD SUPREME—NOW RULE THE APES!

PLANET OF THE APES™

THE APES TAKE OVER AS MARVEL CONTINUES CONQUEST OF THE PLANET OF THE APES!

PLUS: THE BLACK PANTHER AND KAZAR!
CAESAR HAS BEEN CAPTURED! BY ORDER OF GOVERNOR BRECK, HE HAS BEEN SUBJECTED TO SCIENTIFIC TORTURE UNTIL, AT LAST...

ÇAESSR SPEAKS!

HE SPOKE! YOU HEARD HIM, BRECK!

I HEARD HIM, KOLP-- BUT IT'S NOT GOOD ENOUGH. WE HAVE TO KNOW... FOR SURE!
NEXT LEVEL UP... IF I REMEMBER RIGHT...!

MAKE HIM SAY SOMETHING ELSE, KOLP...

ASK HIM... ASK HIM IF HE'S...

IF HE'S CAPABLE OF ABSTRACT REASONING...!

AND IF I DON'T REMEMBER RIGHT...

THERE WON'T BE ANY TIME FOR SECOND THOUGHTS.

YOU HEARD THE GOVERNOR.

LOOKS RIGHT...

AND IF IT IS... IT'LL BE RIGHT DOWN THIS CORRIDOR...

? ANSWER!? NO.
WE COULD ALWAYS PERSUADE HIM AGAIN, MR. GOVERNOR...

YES... I SUPPOSE WE COULD...

BUT OUT OF ALL THESE CIRCUITS... WHICH ONE'LL DO THE TRICK--I?

BUT I THINK NOT, MR. KOLP. THE APE CAN'T HELP WHAT HE IS.

STILL... LOOKING AT HIM, IT'S LIKE SEEING A DEADLY BACILLUS... AND KNOWING YOU'VE FINALLY GOT IT BOTTLED UP...

IS THAT ALL THEN... I?

NOT QUITE...

THIS DOCUMENT CONFERS AUTHORITY FROM THE GOVERNOR TO HAVE THIS ANIMAL DESTROYED.

VERY WELL. I'LL NOTIFY THE VET TO INJECT HIM FIRST THING IN THE--

HE'S WIRED FOR ELECTROCUTION RIGHT NOW, ISN'T HE?

YES...

THEN ELECTROCUTE HIM.
Which one? Which one?

But isn't that somewhat... irregular...

Irregular or not—It's an order!

Electrocute the animal—!!

Now!

Very well. Very well...

Maximum power.

Yaaaahhh... HRr

We can cut the power now...

He's dead. I held it for ten seconds. Only takes three.
GOOD WORK, INSPECTOR. THE STATE OWES YOU A DEBT OF ENORMOUS MAGNITUDE.

WOULD YOU SAY THAT IF I WERE IN THE MOOD FOR COLLECTING, MR. GOVERNOR...?

LET'S JUST SAY I'D RATHER NOT BE PUT TO THE TEST.

DON'T WORRY, MR. GOVERNOR. THE STATE ALREADY REWARDS ME AMPLY ENOUGH.

BUT WHAT HAPPENED TO YOUR UH, MR. MACDONALD?

I'M AFRAID HIS TENDER SENSIBILITIES COULDN'T...

AH, THERE YOU ARE, MR. MACDONALD. WE WERE JUST... IS IT OVER?

IT'S OVER, YES, MR. MACDONALD...

... AND IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO GET BACK TO WORK.
WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH THESE STUPID APES TONIGHT? NONE OF THEM SEEM TO WANT TO COOPERATE...!

CAN'T SAY I BLAME THE BEAST—ALTHOUGH I'M JUST ABOUT WILLING TO CHANGE PLACES WITH THEM.

HOW ARE YOU TONIGHT, JOHNNY? I'VE COME TO CERTIFY...
ATTENTION ALL KEEVERS AND HANDLERS! ALL KEEVERS AND HANDLERS! ATTENTION!

WE HAVE FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS WORTH OF APES IN JEOPARDY--!

GET THEM OUT OF HERE--ALIVE--BEFORE INITIATING YOUR OWN EVACUATION PROCEDURE--!

WHAT THE HELL??

THE WHOLE DAMN BUILDING'S SUPPOSED TO BE FIRE-PROOF--!

I'LL TAKE CORRIDOR D--YOU TAKE C--!
ALL RIGHT... HOLD STEADY, BIG FELLOW... AND YOU WON'T FEEL A--

WELL, I'LL BE--

BETTER HOLD YOUR FIRE... THEY'RE A LOT SMARTER THAN WE THOUGHT...!

Yeah... A LOT SMARTER...

YOU SURE THEY SAID RIOT??

Yeah -- in there supposedly -- though I don't know how they got there.

URMP GORG

BREESH

URMP GORG

SHRASH

URG URG URG URG URG URG URG
URG
ROHRR
RARRRR
ROORRR

FALL BACK... FALL BACK!!

THEY'RE RIOTING -- PANICKED!!

LIKE HELL THEY ARE...

GOD HELP US, BUT THEY'RE ANYTHING BUT PANICKED...

YOU... YOU'RE RIGHT, SIR, THEY'RE MOVING OFF TOGETHER -- EN MASSE...

THEY'RE ORGANISED.

"... AS THOUGH THEY'RE BEING LED BY SOMEONE...!"

WHETHER THEY'RE BEING LED OR NOT THEY'RE MOVING WITH A SINGLE PURPOSE... AND THAT PURPOSE IS TAKING THEM STRAIGHT TOWARD THE CITY--!

SET ME THE GOVERNOR.

YES, SIR.
YES, COMMANDER-- I UNDERSTAND THE SITUATION.

JUST ASSEMBLE AS LARGE A FORCE AS YOU CAN FOLLOW THEM. THAT IS ALL.

ORDER FULL MOBILISATION OF ALL SECURITY FORCES-- POLICE, MILITIA, AND RESERVE DEFENCE UNITS.

YES, SIR. ANY FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS?

HAVE EVERY ENTRANCE TO THE CITY CORDONED OFF IMMEDIATELY-- HOPEFULLY BEFORE THE STINKING ANIMALS GET TO THEM.

AND YOU MIGHT AS WELL CALL OUT THE FIRE CONTROL UNITS FOR THAT TOO-- LEAVING THE POLICE AND THE OTHERS FOR MORE IMPORTANT MATTERS...

ARE CONTROL METHODS TO INCLUDE THE USE OF TEAR GAS AND SEDATION DARTS...?

SEDATION DARTS--? WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH YOU, FOOL--?!

THOSE APES ARE ON THEIR WAY TO TEAR THIS CITY DOWN TO THE GROUND AND LEAVE ONLY RUBBLE--!!

THERE WILL BE ONLY ONE CONTROL METHOD IN THIS SITUATION -- -- SHOOT EVERY APE THAT MOVES, AND SHOOT TO KILL!!

NEXT ISSUE: -- HAIL CAESAR! HAIL THE KING!
Dear Fan,

Due to the tremendous demand from fans of the PLANET OF THE APES, we have just launched the Official PLANET OF THE APES Fan Club. Membership is £1.00 and renewable yearly. Members will receive a Fan Club "starter kit" and every two months a news letter. Also they will qualify for fantastic discounts on PLANET OF THE APES products, photos, badges etc., and the club will be able to provide you with much information about the stars of the films and TV series, and where in this country you can see the apes LIVE!!

An application form is below, so hurry, don’t delay, return it to be now ..................

Yours sincerely,

SALLY SKINNER

Fan Club Secretary.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

PLANET OF THE APES FAN CLUB

Application for Membership.

SURNAME (Mr. Mrs. Miss) ____________________________

CHRISTIAN NAMES ____________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________ TOWN ____________________________

COUNTY ____________________________

FAVOURITE CHARACTER ____________________________

I enclose £ ______ subscriptions for membership to the PLANET OF THE APES FAN CLUB. I understand that the membership is renewed yearly.

Signed ____________________________
James Naughton as astronaut James Burke in the tv series Planet of the Apes. Watch out for the new tv cartoon adaptation of Planet of the Apes now showing in several regions.